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In the following section, we provide: Introduction The hermetic tradition represents a non-Christian lineage of Hellenistic Gnosticism. The tradition and its writings date back to at least the first century BC. C.E., and the texts we have were all written before the 2nd century before our century. The surviving writings of the tradition, known as
Corpus Hermeticum (the hermetic body of writings) were lost in the Latin West after classical times, but survived in Eastern Byzantine libraries. Their rediscovery and translation into Latin at the end of the 15th century by the Italian Renaissance court of Cosimo de Medici, were a decisive force in the development of Renaissance thought
and culture. These eighteen leaflets from the Corpus Hermeticum, as well as the Sermon Parfait (also called Asclepie), are the fundamental documents of the hermetic tradition. The texts presented here, below, are taken from G.R.S. Mead's translation, Three Times Greater Hermes: Studies in Hellenistic Theosophy and Gnosis, Volume
2 (London: Theosophical Publishing Society, 1906); they are fully reproduced, with Mead's original footnotes. (The entire three-volume text of Mead's Thrice Greatest Hermes, as well as a full-text search function, is available in our G.R.S. Mead online collection.) In addition to the Corpus Hermeticum, we have attached to this collection the
important hermetic texts discovered in 1945 in the Nag Hammadi library. Although written more than a century ago, Mead's Three Greatest Hermes provides an excellent collection and reference to hermetic literature. His commentary on the texts is unmatched. However, for a modern reader, there is a problem with Mead's translations: he
often translates with ancient and formal English. But then, it must be understood that the original Greek texts of surviving hermetic literature have an ancient and high tone. With his choice of language, Mead tries to convey both the ambiguity and the visionary intensity of the material. He correctly understood hermetic writings as well as
distillations of deep spiritual and psychological experiences — the experiences themselves call Gnosis. They're not philosophical leaflets. Their main impulse was the communication of a visionary reality. The tradition that produced the Corpus Hermeticum embraced an imaginative and prophetic voice common in the Gnostic Scriptures;
and the ideas that this gnosis produces are not easily expressed in Greek, or Latin, or any pedestrian dialect of English. But they can by understand, if one has an ear for the basic experience. It is the desire to communicate their experience of reality that motivated these ancient authors. For a more readable (and highly reliable) modern
print edition, we recommend Brian P. Copenhaver's respected translation of Hermetica, Hermetica: The Greek Corpus Corpus. and Latin Asclepius in a new English translation. What is hermetic tradition, and what has it taught? To answer these common questions, we offer the following introductory resources: These are the opening
words of the Poemandres, the first text of the Corpus Hermeticum; they give a first glimpse of the visionary source of hermetic gnosis: At one point, while my mind was meditating on the things that are, my thought was raised to a great height, while the physical senses of my body were retained, as were the senses of men who are heavy
with sleep after a great meal , or body fatigue. I thought I heard a more than vast Being, of size beyond all limits, call my name and say, What would you hear and see, and what do you have in mind to learn and know? And I said, Who are you? He replied: I am a shepherd of men, the spirit of all-Masterhood; I know what you want and I'm
with you everywhere. And I said, ''I want to learn the things that are, and to understand their nature, and to know God. That is what I said that I want to hear. He said, Hold in your mind everything you want to know, and I will teach you. And with these words His appearance has changed; and straight, in the twinkle of one's eye, all things
were opened to me. And I saw a vision without limits: all things turned into Light — sweet, joyful Light. And I got carried away watching.... (Poemandres, v.1-4) -- Lance S. Owens Translation by G. R. S. Mead An introduction to John Michael Greer's translation of Corpus Hermeticum texts from Corpus Hermeticum are provided in two
formats: the full edition with footnotes, commentary and page numbering; and, a simplified text format only. Note: The historically important (but not entirely accurate) translation of John Everard's Corpus Hermeticum from 1650 is available on Adam McLean's alchemy website: The Divine Pymander in Books XVII. London in 1650.
(Translated into 17th-century English by Everard of the Latin translation of Marsilio Ficino in 1471, this version is not considered a reliable interpretation of the original textual material.) The third volume of Three Great Hermes essentially collects all the fragments and quotations from hermetic sources preserved in classical and
ecclesiastical sources. Many of the longest fragments are gleaned from Stobaeus, a 5th century anthologizer of Greek literature. The rest comes from the first Fathers of the Church, rooted in polemics and doctrinal discussions. This is an invaluable resource, and we provide a text search function to help find specific texts. Shortly after
completing his translation of the Corpus Hermeticum and his masterpiece Three Great Hermes, G.R.S. Mead wrote a brief essay reflecting on the liturgical forms of hymns found in hermetic writings. The essay focuses on the Poemandres. This meditation provides an important key note to any reading of matter in the Corpus Hermeticum.
The Hermes Hymns by G. R. S. Mead The collection of Gnostic texts found in Nag Hammadi in 1945 (known as the Nag Hammadi Library) includes a hitherto unknown and crucially important hermetic document, The Speech on the Eighth and the Ninth. Probably dating back to the 3rd century or earlier, this text seems to be an initiation
rite in the visionary journey. This document provides singular evidence of the liturgical and experiential elements of the hermetic tradition. It testifies to the existence of a ritual kind of hermetic writings hitherto unknown and now lost. The hermetic Thanksgiving prayer and an extract from Sclerpie are also included in the Nag Hammadi
collection. These texts, linked together in Nag Hammadi's Codex VI to other classical Christian Gnostic texts (e.g., The Authoritarian Teaching, Thunder, The Perfect Spirit, The Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles) bear witness to the ancient association of Christian and hermetic Gnosticism -- at least in the physical grouping of this
literature together in the cods of Nag Hammadi. This article or section on non-fiction does not mention the necessary sources or those present are insufficient. You can improve this by adding quotes from reliable sources based on source usage recommendations. Follow the suggestions of the reference project. Corpus
HermeticumFrontespice of an 1643 edition authorErmete Trismegisto 1st ed. original1050 circa Editio princepsParigi, Guillaume Morel by Adrien Turnèbe, 1554 Genre Subgenereesoteric Original Greek language Editing data on Wikidata Manuel Il Corpus Hermeticum (ollection of hermes. This work) is a collection of philosophical and
religious writings from the imperial era (2nd to 2nd century AD) attributed to Hermes Trismegistus. It is the source of inspiration for the hermetic and neo-platonic thought of the Renaissance. For centuries, the Corpus has been considered a work belonging to the literature of ancient Egypt. According to tradition, Hermes Trismegistus
(kings once great, that is, the greatest philosopher, the greatest priest and the greatest king), lived in the time of Moses. Marsilio Ficino, who first translated the work into Latin, pointed to Orpheus (the Innes), Plato and Plotinus as later representatives of the ancient wisdom contained in the Corpus. The formation of the corpus Is believed
to be the basis for the princeps editio dating back to the 11th century. It was collected and systemic by Michele Psellos, eminent Byzantine scholar, professor of philosophy, historian and Christian theologian. In his compilation work, Psellos probably removed, or at least reduced, aspects of the text related to occult practices: magic,
astrology and alchemy, which appear instead in the oldest Greeks attributed to Hermes who came to us. In the 1550s, the monk Leonardo da Pistoia managed to get his hands on the original copy that belonged to Michele Psello. After discovering her in Macedonia, the Italian cleric took her with him to Florence, where in 1460 he
introduced her to Cosimo de' Medici. The work consisted of 14 treaties. Cosimo ordered Marsilio Ficino, then in his thirties, to stop translating Plato's book to focus on the Corpus. Ficino completed the translation in April 1463, obtaining as compensation a villa in Careggi. Latin translation by the humanist Marsilio Ficino and printed in 1471.
The work translated into Latin by Marsilio was first published in 1471 in Treviso under the title Pimander, after the first treatise. After the work of Marsilio Ficino, Ludovico Lazzarelli translated from Greek into Latin the last fifteenth treatise (in modern editions, it is divided into three independent treatises, which follow numbers 16, 17, 18). In
1614, the Swiss classicist Isaac Casaubon demonstrated, for philological reasons, in De re rebus sacris et ecclesiasticis, that the Corpus Hermeticum should be dated to the first centuries after Christ (Hellenistic Age). Hermetic philosophers are not mentioned before this period and Hermes Trismegistus is not mentioned in ancient Greek
literature. The dating of Casaubon was generally accepted in the following centuries. However, the question remains whether the content of the Corpus Hermeticum is consistent in its drafting, or go back to earlier times and how much, in the context of the debate on the importance of Egyptian influence over Greece: Martin Bernal, in his
book Black Athena, challenged casaubon's results, reaffirming the Egyptian origin of the Corpus Hermeticum. Structure of the work The Corpus Hermeticum contains treatises in the form of a letter, a dialogue and in the form of a sermon. The work is divided into 18 books: Nr. Titolo (Italian) Title (Latin) I. Pimandro Pimander II. Universal
Sermon of Hermes in Asclepies Mercii to Aesculapium sermo universalis III. Sacred speech of Hermes Mercuri sermo sack IV. Hermes' speech to Tat the crater or monad Mercuri at Tatium crater sive monas V. Hermes speech to his son Tat. God is invisible and perfectly visible both Mercuri Ad tatium Filium suum. Quod deus Latens
simul ac patens est. VI. Good exists only in God and nowhere else quod in only deo bonum is alibi vero nequaquam VII. The greatest evil among men is the ignorance of God Quod summum malum hominibus ignore deum VIII. None of the beings perish, but it is wrong to know who defines the changes as destruction and death Nihil
eorum Quae sunt interitus sed mutations: Decepti Homines intereritum naming IX. intellectual knowledge and feeling X. Hermes of Hermes' speech Cl Mercuri Trismegisti clavis at Tatium XI. The intellect to Ermee Mens ad mercurium XII. Speech of Ermete Trismegisto a Tat on the common intellect Mercuri ad Tatium de communi XIII.
Secret speech of Ermete Trismegisto to his son Tat, on the regeneration and rule of silence Mercurii ad tatium Filium suum de generatione - imposition silentii XIV. Letter from Hermes to Asclepie with the hope of being wise Mercirii to Aesculapium XV. Letter from Hermes to Asclepius XVI. Definitions of Asclepius on King Ammon XVII.
Fragment of a speech by Asclepius to King XVIII. Praise of kings The right column contains the titles used by Marsilio Ficino in its Latin translation for individual treaties. It was the Tuscan humanist who attributed the name De Pimander to the first fourteen books, the title of the first treaty. The order of books XIV was probably determined
by Michael Psellos. The work assimilates the influences of Egyptian mysteries and orifices, the neo-platonic ideas of reincarnation, ecstasy, cleanliness, sacrificial and mystical union with God. This edition was first printed in 1471. The Latin title of the treaties from the 15th to the 18th century is missing because the Corpus translated by
Ficino consists of books XIV. Representation of Hermes Trismegistus, floor of the cathedral of Siena (15th century XV). In 1482, Ludovico Lazzarelli joined Marsilio Ficino's Pimander the Asclepius and three other essays on hermeticism, which he translated into Latin (the Asclepii Definitions),[2] with the intention of bringing together the
main sources of theological hermeticism into a single collection. The Asclepius, which is already circulating in medieval times in the version commonly but wrongly attributed to Apuleius de Madaura (the true author is still unknown), is a treatise on talismanic magic, in which the practices of Egyptian priests aimed at the animation of statues
are exposed, by interaction with supernatural forces. In 1554, the philologist and printer Adrien Turnèbe (Adrianus Turnebus) printed the Greek text for the first time. As a Latin version on the front, he used Ficino's for the first fourteen books as Poemander, while for books from the 16th to the 18th century he performed his own, albeit
anonymous, under the title of Aesculapii definitions. In its edition, it also includes a fifteenth treatise (in fact a set of four pieces: three excerpts from the anthology of the Byzantine writer Giovanni Stobeo plus a text from the famous encyclopedia Suda). The Argumentum ficiniano The Latin translation of Ficino is preceded, already in the
original edition of 1471, of the famous and important Argumentum Marsilii Ficini Florentini in librum Mercurii Trismegisti ad Cosmum Medidem heritage patrem, where the Italian humanist took over the prosopopea of Hermes Tismegisto: sic sacerdos inde constitus sanctimonia vitae divinorumque cultu universis sacerdotibus prestitit ac
demum, adectus regiam dignitatem, administratione legum rebusque gestis superutorum regum gloriam obscuravit, ut merito ter maximus fuerit nuncupatus. Hic inter philosophos primus a physicis ac mathematicis ad divinorum contemplationem se contulit: primus de maiestate dei, demonum ordine, animarum mutationibus sapientissime
disputavit; primus igitur theologiae appellatus is auctor. Eum secutus Orpheus secundas antiquae theologiae partes obtinuit; Orphei sacris initiatus is Aglaophemus; Aglaophemo successit in theologia Pythagoras, quem Philolaus sectatus est, divi Platonis nostri tutor. Itaque una priscae theologiae undique sibi consona secta ex theologis
sex miroquodam ordine conflata est, exordium sumens a Mercurio, a divo Plato penitus absoluta. (FR) He [Hermes] surpassed in the keen sense and erudition all the philosophers who had preceded him. Similarly, as a priest, he laid the foundations for a holy life, surpassing all other priests in the worship of the divine. Finally, he took the
royalty and obscured, with its legislation, the actions and glory of the greatest kings. Therefore, he was rightly called the three times great. Like the first of the philosophers, he turned his attention to the natural sciences and mathematics to the contemplation of the divine. He was the first to wisely discuss the glory of God, the order of
demons and the transformations of the soul. That's why he called himself the first theologian. He was replaced by Orpheus, who occupies the second place in ancient theology. In the mysteries of Orpheus, Aglaofemus was then initiated, followed by Pythagoras, then philolaus, the master of our divine Plato. Therefore, there is a unitary
doctrine of original theology, which developed admirably through the work of these six theologians, from Mercury and supplemented by the divine Plato. (Marsilius Ficinus, Argumentum in librum Mercuri Trismegisti, rr. 24-41) Edizioni e traduzioni modern Discorsi de Ermete Trismegisto: Corpo hermetico e Asclépio, Traduzione di Bianca
Maria Tordini Portogalli, Turin, Boringhieri, 1965. Philosophical scriptures, I: Hermetic body; Asclepio, Traduzione e note by Carlo Tondelli, Milan, Mimesis, 1989. Corpus Hermeticum, Introduzione, traduzione e note by Valeria Schiavone, Milan, Biblioteca Universale Rizzoli, 2001, ISBN 88-17-12648-9. Corpus Hermeticum, edited by Ilaria
Ramelli, Edition and commentary by A. D. Nock and A.-J. Mr. Festugière; edizioni dei testi ermetici coti e commento di I. Ramelli, Milano, Bompiani, 2005, ISBN 88-45-23370-7. La rivelazione segreta di Ermete Trismegisto, edited by Paolo Scarpi, 2 vols., Milan, Mondadori (Rome, Valla Foundation), 2009. Notes - Medieval Hermeticism,
on www3.unisi.it. URL viewed April 23 LAZZARELLI, Ludovico in Dictionary Dictionary on www.treccani.it. URL viewed on April 27, 2019 (archived from the original URL on December 22, 2016). Paolo Scarpi, Michela Zago, Hermeticism and Esotericism, libreriauniversitaria.it Edizioni, 2013 p. 192. Josef Lassl, Nicholas J. Baker-Brian, A
Companion to Religion in Late Antiquity, Hoboken (New Jersey), John Wiley and Sons, 2018. Bibliography Michael Baigent, Richard Leigh, L'elisir e la pietra, Milan, Marco Tropea Editore, 1998. Caterina Marrone, I geroglifici fantastici by Athanasius Kircher, Viterbo, Stampa Alternativa - Graffiti, 2002, ISBN 88-7226-653-X André-Jean
Festugière, The Revelation of Hermes Trêstégiste, 4 flights,, Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1944-1954; new one-volume edition, Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 2006. (The first volume was translated into Italian under the title La rivelazione di Ermete Trismegisto. Vol. 1: Astrology and Occult Sciences, 2019, Mimesis) Related Entries Hermes
Trismegisto Cyranides Other Wikiquote Wikimedia Commons Wikiquote projects contains quotes from or on Corpus hermeticum Wikimedia Commons contains images or other files on Corpus hermeticum External Links Corpus Hermeticum books I-XVII: Italian translation (PDF), on lamelagrana.net. Asclepio (PDF), translated by Sara
Petri. The Hermetic Wisdom of Egypt - The Pimandro, October 9, 2014. Control of authorityVIAF 184687465 Literature Philosophy Portal from
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